Regional brain response patterns to Cheyne-Stokes breathing.
Cheyne-Stokes breathing (CSB) results from impaired integration of sensory information with respiratory motor output; however, regions mediating the disturbed control are unknown. We examined functional magnetic resonance imaging signals during CSB within sleep to determine affected areas. Two male patients with severe obstructive sleep apnea were scanned while asleep over multiple sessions during which they exhibited CSB. Significant signal increases coincident with apneic periods emerged bilaterally in the cerebellar cortex, hippocampus, mediodorsal thalamus, frontal cortex and precentral gyrus. Signals declined bilaterally in the anterior cingulate cortex and postcentral gyrus. The reduced activation in primary sensory cortex and increased signals prior to breathing onset in the motor cortex are consistent with loss of sensory stimulation by airflow, and with anticipatory action of the motor cortex prior to initiation of breathing. Hippocampal and anterior cingulate cortex participation likely reflect previously-demonstrated roles for initiating inspiratory efforts and resolving sensory information and motor action, respectively.